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The use of colors, sounds, sights, and smells can be applied to restaurant settings to encourage a high customer volume and fast table turns.
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The use of colors, sounds, sights, and smells can be applied to restaurant settings to encourage a high customer volume and fast table turns.

Most observers would say that chain restaurants are in the business of selling food. A strong counterargument is often made that these restaurants sell experiences, that food plays an important but by no means the only part. From the restaurateur's viewpoint, however, a restaurant's true inventory is the availability of a seat for the duration of the meal experience.¹ To be able
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to increase the volume of sales, one needs to expand that inventory by increasing the number of available seats. Owing to the physical constraints of most restaurants, adding seats is not feasible. That leaves only one good way to increase inventory: turning tables more rapidly.

Methods of increasing service efficiency and thus increasing seat turnover have been explored in depth. Improved server training is one popular approach; another is using operations engineering techniques to identify and correct service bottlenecks. But little attention has been paid to the power of the restaurant environment itself to contribute to table turns.

The young field of environmental psychology offers a growing body of research and theory that can be applied to making restaurants more effective and efficient. This paper presents a summary of how consumers manage and apply their perceptions of environments, notes some key environmental-psychology findings, and outlines ways that chain restaurants can apply the findings, citing examples from successful chains.

Perceiving the Environment

Perception is a continual process. Every waking moment we are taking in information about our environment and using it to make conscious or subconscious judgments about our surroundings. In fact, we've become so good at interpreting environments, we need only a small subset of the cues that most settings give us to understand the world around us. If we were to absorb all the information that each environment presents, we would be barely able to focus on anything else! Therefore, we sift, simplify, and structure the information we receive through our senses to reduce incoming stimuli to a manageable level.

Human beings shift constantly between three modes of perception: the operational mode, in which we concentrate on only those elements of the environment that will help us accomplish a task; the responsive mode, our everyday noticing of things around us; and the inferential mode, in which we focus our attention on those elements that support our image or knowledge of an environment. Each mode directs our attention to different stimuli, and the most successful environments (i.e., those that are effective at supporting and encouraging the desired outcomes) provide us with information on all three levels.

We are most comfortable when that information relates strongly to something familiar or well understood, either an activity (like approaching a hostess stand), a concept ("family restaurant"), or a sensory property (crunchy). We continually scan our environment for elements that information relates strongly to something familiar or well understood, either an activity (like approaching a hostess stand), a concept ("family restaurant"), or a sensory property (crunchy). We continually scan our environment for elements that support our image or knowledge of an environment. Each mode directs our attention to different stimuli, and the most successful environments (i.e., those that are effective at supporting and encouraging the desired outcomes) provide us with information on all three levels.

We hold our hand above a sizzling platter to find out if it is safe to touch, and we stop in doorways and at the tops of stairs to get our bearings and evaluate our surroundings before continuing. For most of us, it is disconcerting to take action until we have taken that perceptual inventory.

Environments that we can quickly take in and comprehend are the ones in which we can perform most effectively and efficiently.

While stimuli help us adapt our behavior for an environment, they can also wear out their welcome. As our exposure to a particular stimulus increases, our perception of that stimulus decreases, and we begin to seek new information. An example of that is our inability to hold a static image in our line of sight: we constantly move our eyes around an image to keep providing our brains with new, stimulating information.

Too many stimuli competing for notice, on the other hand, can confuse us or send us conflicting messages. The result is sensory overload and the desire to reduce the incoming stimuli by shutting down the senses or by changing or leaving the environment.

The Approach–Avoidance Model

One prominent theory of environmental psychology is that human behavior in a given setting is largely a result of the interplay of three distinct perceptual factors: pleasure, arousal, and dominance. Various combinations of those perceptions can either attract us to an environment or cause us to avoid it.

Mehrabian and Russell describe pleasure as a measure of how much we like an environment and arousal as a measure of how an environment stimulates our perceptions or excites us. In general, arousing environments are those that are complex, providing high volumes of information to all the senses at once. Mehrabian and Russell further point out that the relationship between arousal and pleasure is shaped like an inverted U (i.e., \( \cap \)); the de-
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degree of pleasure increases as arousal increases, up to a point, beyond which pleasure drops as increasing arousal leads to overstimulation. People have different levels of seeking behaviors, what exciting and attractive for one person (e.g., a may well be overstimуллз other. As we age, our veceive, channel, and sift decreases, reducing our dulate settings that are eing. is the degree of con- to act that we have in a setting. Having control in an environ- the ability to rearrange to suit our needs—helps and successfully defend our ence, an important con- our feeling of well-being and comfort. Mehrabian and Russell develop- coordinate system of subjective environmental assessment based on the dimensions of pleasure, arousal, and dominance, which they used to research whether there was a relationship between particular “emotional coordinates” and the tendency to approach or avoid an environment. Their approach–avoidance model involved four measures for a particular environment: the desire to explore, to work, to affiliate with others, and to stay.

The findings show that for most people, environments that are moderate to highly arousing and that allow users to control their own actions are most preferred across all measures. However, if settings are perceived as too highly arousing, the desire to stay is reduced, especially if the dominance dimension is low, as in situations with crowding or long lines. That is particularly true for the women in Mehrabian and Russell’s studies, although it should be noted that the research was undertaken at least 25 years ago and that the cultural effects of the times might have contributed to the difference in response.

The approach–avoidance model has meaning for restaurateurs. To be economically successful, they must be behaviorally successful: they must attract a high volume of guests by providing pleasing environments that offer moderately high arousal and a substantial amount of personal control. The degree of arousal generated by a restaurant environment also may be the key to influencing guests’ length of stay. That is, what may begin as an attractive level of stimulation can over time become excessively arousing, reducing guests’ desire to stay and thereby encouraging tables to turn. The next sections describe some explicit and implicit design tools that can be applied to achieve this effect and provides examples of how some prominent restaurant chains are using environmental factors to support high customer volume.

**Ambient Factors**

Baker suggests that environments can be evaluated in terms of ambient, social, and design factors. Each of these elements can contribute to
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creating a restaurant environment that offers a positive guest experience while encouraging a quick turnover of seats. Ambient factors are those that affect the atmosphere of the environment, such as color, sound, lighting, and scent.

Color. Research on consumer reactions to particular colors has been going on for decades and has found that color not only can affect people's perceptions and attitudes but can actually elicit a biological response.

Schae and Heiss note that short-wavelength colors, what we commonly call the warm colors (red, orange, and yellow), are highly arousing (although not necessarily pleasing) even across different age groups and cultures. This arousal level can be expressed in behavior: one study found people walked more briskly down a hall painted in a warm, highly saturated brown as opposed to a more muted shade. Longer-wavelength colors (blues and greens) have a calming, relaxing effect. These so-called cool colors have been identified as the most pleasant to the majority of people, whereas yellow, although arousing, is the least favored color, especially when it has a greenish tint. According to Guilford and Smith, the brighter and more highly saturated the color, the more people tend to find it pleasant.

Another study found that people who were exposed to a red environment perceived their time in that environment to be shorter than that spent in a blue environment, even though the actual time was the same in both circumstances. There is also evidence that although we are drawn to warmer colors, we experience a high degree of tension in long-wavelength environments and will rate such environments as less pleasant than those settings that are decorated with short-wavelength colors.

These findings suggest that a restaurant environment that emphasizes colors in the high end of the spectrum (red, orange, gold) might initially attract patrons and, if these colors are used with sufficient intensity, may contribute to an arousing atmosphere that actually overstimulates patrons and thereby encourages speedy table turns. The bold colors, combined with other stimulations of the dining experience, may lead to sensory overload that can reduce consumers' length of stay. Moreover, as restaurant owners have long known, warm colors make food look better, and make for happier patrons who look the picture of health in warm light.

Restaurant chains that use color successfully include, not surprisingly, Burger King, McDonald's, and Wendy's. They have similar corporate color schemes made up of warm, highly saturated colors that are usually prominent components of each unit's design. Taco Bell's recent change from soft desert colors to vibrant purples and reds likewise attracts attention while reinforcing fast patron turnover.

Sound. One ambient factor that lends itself to manipulation in a restaurant environment is music. Smith and Curnow found that supermarket shoppers spent significantly less time in a store when loud music was played, and studies by Milliman showed that slow rather than fast-paced music kept patrons in stores longer and increased their purchases. Milliman also examined how restaurant patrons respond to music of varying tempos, and discovered that fast music resulted in both fast service and short stays.

Sound volume is more likely than music tempo to be noted by guests as detracting from the enjoyment of their experience (e.g., dining, shopping). Care should be taken, therefore, to ensure that the volume in a restaurant is sufficient to provide a moderately high level of arousal (resulting in fast turnover) but not so much that it prevents comfortable conversation (thereby discouraging repeat patronage and positive word-of-mouth promotion). Continual sound levels of 75 to 79 decibels should be the maximum if the target market is patrons under age 30, while older patrons will be happier when the background music is set at a low volume.

Lighting. Mehrabian and Russell note that bright lights contribute to arousal and that people are naturally drawn to light sources. This fact can be observed in many settings: in hotel lobbies, for example, guests choose to sit in armchairs next to table lamps; and in corridors, people will walk along the portion of the hallway that is best lit. Creating pools of light to highlight aspects of an environment
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is a favorite technique of restaurant designers. Often tabletops are spotlit to suggest a defined “territory” at each table—a successful approach if extending patron stays is the desired effect.

To increase arousal levels and promote high turnover, however, lights that move or are highly colored can be used. Dive, the high-concept submarine-sandwich chain developed by Steven Spielberg, uses extreme lighting techniques to create a high level of arousal and to punctuate the dining experience. The restaurant’s design mimics the interior of a submarine, complete with a wall of video monitors constantly flickering with actual and feature-movie film footage of submarines. Periodically, all lighting is extinguished except for intense red lights that whirl and flash while a loudspeaker barks “Dive! Dive!” These features no doubt contribute to the chain’s remarkable success in turning tables as quickly as twice an hour in its Las Vegas unit.

Scent. Most people are familiar with the bakery trick of venting ovens to front-of-house areas to attract patrons and increase sales. One Canadian cinnamon-bun chain was known to vent its ovens directly to the “O” in its sign, pumping the wonderful smell directly into the path of passersby.

Research supports instinct here: good smell sells. Pleasant smells have been found to enhance mood, to make research subjects more cooperative, and to promote clear thinking. One study even discovered that pleasant odors increased the rate of passersby. Pleasant odors have been found to enhance mood, to make research subjects more cooperative, and to promote clear thinking.

One Canadian cinnamon-bun chain was known to vent its ovens directly to the “O” in its sign, pumping the wonderful smell directly into the path of passersby.

Research supports instinct here: good smell sells. Pleasant smells have been found to enhance mood, to make research subjects more cooperative, and to promote clear thinking. One study even discovered that pleasant odors increased the rate of passersby.

Social factors are those that affect people’s activities and demeanor. Humans are social creatures; in most cases, we prefer and actively seek out the company of others. As a result, we are drawn to settings where others congregate and where we will be accepted as part of the dominant group.

Being alone in a public environment makes us feel vulnerable and may cause us to hurry to a new location where we will find the relative safety of others. We have all experienced the discomfort of entering an empty restaurant and may in fact have chosen to move on to a busier place, telling ourselves that an empty restaurant cannot be a good one. In fact, when that occurs we may really be seeking a more social and therefore more comfortable environment.

Overcrowded environments, however, can also make us uncomfortable, as crowding reduces our ability to create and defend a personal territory. We may try to “anchor” ourselves with a physical element of the environment (against a wall or column, in a booth, or even beside a potted plant), limiting the information and stimulation reaching us and making it easier to defend our space. If we are unable to find an anchor, we may move on to a less crowded setting, even if the crowding is more perceived than actual. A study by students at the University of California, Berkeley, found that cafeteria patrons considered a dining area full if half the seats had been taken and only unanchored seats were available.

Restaurant chains are designing spaces that play on our need for both social interaction and secure territory. To encourage table turns, Timpano Italian Chophouse, a new T.G.I. Friday’s concept, uses a high number of unanchored seats in a large open dining space. Patrons at those tables are likely to feel more exposed and less in control—and therefore would be expected to leave sooner—than those who are anchored.

Restaurants that divide dining areas up into separate spaces can take advantage of the human tendency to seek others. Red Lobster, for example, uses many small dining areas to create settings that look busy even when the restaurant is operating well below capacity. The restaurant can open or close the sections as needed to consolidate diners and use labor more efficiently while providing new arrivals with an active dining space that suggests popularity, a sign that the restaurant is a “safe” place to eat.

Kahunaville uses a similar approach, creating several distinct environments within each restaurant—a starlit grotto, a deck overlooking jungle foliage—that can be filled with diners in careful sequence so that each section appears comfortably busy. Busy environ-
ments increase arousal levels, while a hectic setting can encourage patrons to complete their meals quickly.

Design Factors
Design factors are the elements that physically make up the environment: walls, floors, furnishings, finishes, and equipment. A restaurant’s design, or “trade dress,” is often its most distinguishing feature and the one that it is best able to protect from duplication by competitors. To be effective, the design of a restaurant must quickly and clearly communicate to a prospective customer what can be expected from the meal experience. Careful attention to features of the exterior, the dining-area layout, the table configuration, and the furnishings and materials can help customers “read” the environment, which can in turn contribute to higher patron volume, as people seek out comfortably familiar settings that are at the same time arousing.

Exterior features. Providing environmental cues on the exterior of a restaurant can help attract guests and provide them with information about the type of experience they are likely to have inside. Many restaurants use architectural styles to communicate the type of cuisine featured. Notable examples are P.F. Chang’s, with its striking Chinese sculpture and architectural details, and the lively Mediterranean tile work of Wolfgang Puck’s California Café.

There are many techniques that can be used to help prospective patrons read a restaurant and there-
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Busy environments increase arousal levels, while a hectic setting can encourage patrons to complete their meals quickly.
dining-room layout. Separations between spaces can be achieved with level changes, low barriers, or even floor finishes that merely suggest distinct areas.

Open kitchens, in-room food preparation, and tableside activity can all contribute to the complexity of the environment and to higher levels of arousal. P.F. Chang's, California Pizza Kitchen, and Don Pablo's all make use of the idea of food preparation as theater—and as environmental stimulus.

Giving customers an opportunity to quickly interpret and understand the environment from the point of entry can generate what is called an approach response. Laying out the facility so that the entryway offers a clear view of the main dining areas allows patrons to infer the kind of experience they are likely to have once they are seated and helps them feel comfortable and in control early in their visit. One chain using that technique to great effect is Romano's Macaroni Grill. Guests entering the restaurant immediately descend a gentle ramp that offers a broad view of pasta making and other preparation as well as of the dining areas.

A waiting area that appears commodious even when busy will encourage prospective guests to stay rather than depart for a less-crowded environment. The Olive Garden chain accomplishes this effect by providing generous seating areas for waiting guests, while Hooters connects the waiting area
to a bar that affords customers a view both of sports events on its many television screens and of the restaurant’s other attractions.

Another strategy to help guests feel comfortable and in control of their experience before being seated is to provide them with a diversion while they wait. Major casual-theme chains such as Rainforest Café, Hard Rock Café, and Planet Hollywood make effective use of retail areas, often locating them as “buffers” between the host function and the dining room area while providing a visual connection among all areas.

Although all booth seating is anchored, its use can contribute to faster turnover by minimizing the amount of time needed for table reconfiguration between parties. Booths also help keep the dining area neat and efficient, which assists customers in understanding the space quickly. Outback Steakhouse uses straight-backed booths effectively to support its high rate of table turns while reinforcing its theme of a casual Australian saloon. The booths can be changed over quickly, while their erect seatback and hard finishes discourage lingering. Moreover, the lack of control over seat configuration reduces patrons’ desire to stay. These attributes translate into seating that encourages and supports fast table turns.

Fixed seating such as that used by McDonald’s and other quick-service concepts serves the same operational purpose as booths (easy maintenance and minimal reconfiguration requirements) but reduces the amount of control a customer has over the environment. Tables and chairs cannot be reconfigured to support varying group sizes, and personal distance is regulated by the positioning of the furniture. The lack of individual control likely contributes to the high number of turns that can be seen at any busy fast-food restaurant.

Furnishings and materials. Successful high-volume restaurants make use of seats that are comfortable—but not too comfortable. Hard seating materials and seats with upright backs can be designed to be inviting to sit in but discouraging to long stays; an example is the faux-rustic seating in chains like Kahunaville. Rainforest Café takes the concept one step further, using molded-fiberglass “animal” bar stools that do not support lengthy stays by any but the most hardy. Hard finishes on furnishings and floors also contribute to a higher degree of arousal through increased sound, as music and noise bounce off these surfaces and reverberate through the space. Further, hard surfaces are easier and faster to clean, allowing tables to be turned over more quickly between parties.

Using many different materials and textures creates a more complex environment. ESPN Zone uses a combination of metals, plastics, woods, and flooring types to emulate the rapidly changing sets on a televised sports show, and it adds dynamic environmental effects such as video screens, music, voice-overs, and moving spotlights. The result is highly arousing and, not surprisingly, a bigger hit with male patrons than with female patrons because of males’ higher tolerance for arousal. Regardless of gender, however, the level of stimulation is such that patrons can become over-aroused as exposure increases, with the result being shorter stays.

Using Psychology to Turn Tables
Creating a successful high-volume restaurant is more than just offering quality food with quick and friendly service. The restaurant environment itself can be designed to encourage fast turns and satisfied customers through the application of some basic psychological principles.

High-traffic restaurants need to be arousing and to allow guests to control at least some aspects of their environment, while striking a balance between over- and under-stimulation. Making the dining area feel busy and active through environmental elements such as music, lighting, table placement, furnishings, and materials selection supports high-volume operations, while other techniques such as the thoughtful use of color and scent can both attract patrons and enhance the dining experience. Many prominent restaurant chains make use of those techniques.

There is a need for focused research on how those and other environmental-psychology principles might best be applied to our industry. Much work has been done on the impact of sound, light, color, density, furnishing, and materials in health-care settings, schools, prisons, and retail stores, but little hard data is available for restaurants. The findings presented here suggest some probable outcomes that are supported by actual events in noted restaurant chains. The next step in understanding how restaurant design can affect patron behavior is for those chains and others to work with researchers to collect empirical data that can be tested in various settings.

Design is an exciting and important component of a restaurant chain’s success. Building our understanding of effective design can enhance our industry by creating more successful concepts for our guests to enjoy. CQ
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